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Mayor’s Transport Strategy Goals

- Support economic development and population growth
- Enhance the quality of life for all Londoners
- Improve the safety and security of all Londoners
- Improve transport opportunities for all Londoners
- Reduce transport’s contribution to climate change, and improve its resilience
- Support delivery of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and its legacy

By 2031, London’s population is forecast to grow by 1.3 million.

Employment is forecast to increase by 750,000 jobs.

Increased trips (from 2008 base):
- 30% PT
- 15% total
Improving Opportunities

• Demography – who?
• Geography – where?
• Chronology – when?
• Practicality – what?
  – Infrastructure
  – Operations
  – Information
Combining ATOS and PTALs

Blue: Low PTAL + Low ATOS
Green: Low PTAL + High ATOS
Yellow: High PTAL + Low ATOS
Red: High PTAL + High ATOS
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SAFE → Don't Go

Don't Go → SAFE

family